New American Funding Selects Covius Document Solutions
Large National Lender Will Use Template Library and Mailing Services
Denver—July 13, 2021—Covius, a leading provider of technology-enabled solutions to
the financial services industry, announced today that New American Funding has
implemented Covius Document Solutions for its default servicing operations. Specifically,
New American will use Covius’ 50-state template library and on-demand printing services
to prepare and deliver compliant pre-foreclosure/breach letters.
“Servicers are experiencing pressures not seen in a decade,” said Pete Pannes, Covius’
Chief Business Officer. “A single mortgage may be subject to hundreds of federal and
state laws and regulations. To help servicers navigate this complexity, Covius’ warranted
template library covers servicing, pre-foreclosure and loss mitigation document
requirements. And we do this at scale, routinely generating and receiving 2 million-plus
document images daily and preparing and sending 1.5 million-plus letters and document
packages monthly. We are pleased to support New American Funding’s default servicing
operations and help them deliver critical borrower communications.”
Commenting on the solution, Roberto Moreno, SVP Default Services at New American
Funding, shared, “We want to assure compliance as regulations change, and want to
drive the best results for borrowers facing significant challenges in the economic fall out
of the pandemic.”
This integration is part of Covius Connected, a broad and flexible strategic blueprint for
enhancing our clients’ digital experience by increasing transparency, consistency,
performance and ease of integration. All Covius Connected services are intended to be
self-serviceable, flexible, scalable, fault tolerant and secure. Covius Connected simplifies
the buying and onboarding processes and shrinks time to value and increases ROI for
clients.
About Covius
Covius is a trusted provider of services, insight, and technology to leading financial
companies. Covius’ technology-enabled solutions deliver operational efficiencies,
mitigate risk and empower compliant decisions and borrower interactions. Covius
businesses are recognized leaders in credit and verification services, HOA and tax
tracking, quality assurance, regulatory compliance, compliant document services,
comprehensive settlement services, lien and title curative solutions, REO asset
management and auction services, capital markets due diligence and oversight as well
as rapid-development, customizable cloud-based business process solutions. The
company was named a 2020 HousingWire Tech100 winner. For more information about
the company and its services, visit www.covius.com.
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